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Approximating [1613, 543].
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Architectural [2554, 1504, 993, 2247, 1885, 1030, 564].
Asymptotics [2585, 2277, 2058, 2039, 2407, 1058, 1474].
Auction [2411, 2531, 2325, 2327]. Auctions [2423, 2443, 2301, 1515]. AURORA [2633].
Authors [307]. Auto [2151, 2382].
Auto-generation [2151]. auto-scaling [2382]. autocorrelated [1624].
Cambridge [354]. Campaigns [2556].
campus [1084]. CAMs [1492]. Can
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790, 1126, 2085]. CANIT [1234]. Cantor
[1773]. capabilities [800]. capabilities [1508].
Capacity [167, 1731, 1618, 594, 1115, 2440,
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1387, 503, 192, 1606, 1980, 2256, 1984, 1869,
1030, 801, 894, 214, 2284]. CapProbe [1320].
CAnRI [2356]. capturing [1217, 1130].
Car [2552, 2593]. Carathéodory [2566].
carbon [1848, 2256]. carbon-neutral [2256].
cardinality [1695]. cards
[1676, 1340]. Carlo [1522]. carrier [1609].
CART [1331]. cascaded [776]. cascades
[2091]. cascading [2161, 2187, 1994, 2227].
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76, 1365, 531, 782, 478, 1898, 2390, 221,
1191, 1370, 635, 1853, 1005, 372, 1006, 1892,
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Casualties [2436]. CAT [1241].
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caught [1193]. cause [1140, 2266, 2204].
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[2142]. cell
[1319, 1680, 2357, 1640, 1385, 1044].
Cell-based [1044]. cell-biological [1640].
Cello [917]. Cellular
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2388, 2121, 1992, 11, 2386, 2229, 2328, 2256,
1805, 2228, 1957, 1701, 2286, 2290, 789].
Centers [2654, 2477, 2428, 2492, 2007, 1407,
2087, 1941, 2088, 2196, 2158, 1925, 2118].
central [141, 142]. centrality [2090].
Centralization [2622, 1920]. Centralized
[2428, 1216, 417]. centres [368]. centric
[2011, 1350, 1579]. certain [209, 179].
certainty [2281]. certification [1, 418].
CFTL [1852]. chain
[398, 2235, 1522, 618, 282, 387]. chains
[1099, 1261, 2209, 1187, 772, 1343].
challenge [2173, 1465]. Challenges [1788,
1458, 2553, 2196, 580, 590, 2558, 2025, 1072,
1890, 2315, 1957, 2311, 1797, 2314, 1796].
Chandy [588]. change [1213]. changes
[616, 235, 246, 151]. changing [1349].
Channel [1841, 984, 834, 408, 1431, 1470,
484, 147, 374, 894, 1723, 837]. channel-exit
[484]. Channels
[2447, 2349, 2255, 288, 1674, 1471, 1111, 483].
caracterisation [1029]. Characterising
[512]. Characteristics
[357, 1888, 511, 1910, 757, 1384, 2247, 1000,
Characterization
[1146, 1602, 2586, 694, 2657, 599, 1311, 1007,
2497, 477, 850, 1010, 659, 1977, 2065, 1067,
2147, 965, 781, 245, 423, 531, 478, 333, 581,
332, 1581, 161, 886, 1139, 2109, 1362, 637,
1046, 2079, 715, 2381, 1933, 2393].
Characterizations [541]. characterize
[1141]. Characterizing
[1079, 1198, 689, 2214, 2199, 2033, 2099, 1725,
1192, 1941, 2066, 579, 1698, 1951, 1932, 1121,
1857, 1859, 1427, 2118, 2107, 1804, 816, 2225].
Charging [68, 2162, 67]. charts [114].
Cheap [2495]. cheat [1193]. Cheaters
[2013]. checking
[1369, 1750, 1370, 1639, 1747].
checkpointing [1512, 862, 1919]. chip
[2009, 1905, 1690, 1913].
chip-multiprocessors [1913]. Chips [2586].
Choice [2543, 2370, 71, 29, 2458].
Choice-based [2543]. Choices
[2609, 2521, 2542, 2467, 1998]. CHOKe
[1256]. choose [1335]. Chord [1341]. chunk
[1761]. churn [2381]. circuit [193, 778, 586].
circuit-switched [778]. Chord [2566].
Cisco [1451]. Cities [2633]. claim [315].
Class [1683, 2449, 2069, 828, 2504, 1730,
856, 731, 2209, 2254, 1059, 2203, 201, 2329,
341, 923, 2277, 809, 296, 600, 2072, 761,
1267, 515, 2212, 202, 1867, 148].
Designing [252, 2195, 2531, 1702, 1878]. designs [1816, 2125, 1722, 472, 1561, 1843, 228, 109].

desktop [1035, 993]. despite [1647]. Desrochers [658]. destruction [1584].
details [957]. Detecting [2490, 2231, 2483, 2606, 1054, 1830, 1858, 616, 633, 865].


detector [2090]. detectors [1779]. determinate [946]. determination [294, 8, 89].


Device [2307, 181, 1331, 2360]. devices [1979, 1037, 1798, 1386, 855, 269, 1932].

devil [957]. DHCP [2381]. Diagnosing [1550, 1591, 525, 783].

diagnosis [1789, 2097]. diagrams [1613]. DIAMOND [181].
did [1312]. Diego [637]. diesel [2282].

different [984, 247, 317, 2020, 478, 1085, 1508, 1776].

Differential [2421, 1669, 1871, 234].

Differentials [2476]. differentiated [1151, 991, 2070, 1075]. Differentiation [2295, 1302, 2138, 1385, 1034].


digital [781, 858, 181]. Dilemmas [2530].

Dimension [602]. dimensional [209, 1286, 1928, 2041, 1832, 2353, 2061, 2236]. dimensionally [1343]. Diophantine [1643].

direct [1338]. direct-indirect [1338].

directed [1675]. direction [2318, 1531, 1864]. direction-aware [1864].

directionality [1687]. directions [1566, 1246]. disaggregation [440].


discriminatory [1967, 544, 1765, 1358].


Dissection [1986]. Dissemination [2464, 1386, 2350, 1508, 1523]. DiST [1249].

Distance [2453, 1223, 2232, 537, 682, 469, 2406, 1682]. distance-vector [682]. distances [861].

distinct [206]. Distinguishing [316].


Distributing [2215, 1074]. Distribution
evaluation [324], evaluations [1197].
even [1920].
Event [2603], Event-based [1633, 1767].
Events [39, 336, 1551, 2198, 2097].
Evictions [2436], evidence [853].
Evolution [955, 121, 1738].
Exact [2385, 644, 2515, 2234, 2209, 2469, 1188, 701, 1521, 1480, 398, 1167, 1769, 1060, 1267, 148].
eduction [1008].
examining [1720].
examples [820].
Exchange [2422, 2446, 778, 469].
exclusive [378, 628].
Execution [2437, 718, 116, 925, 1390, 766, 695, 1826, 151, 371, 530, 2185].
Exemplar [904].
Exist [1948].
existing [1035].
expected [1341].
existing [1008].
F [487].
Fable [213].
Fair [1303, 1970, 861, 1610, 1394, 1403, 998, 1347, 848].
False [2479].
Family [2452].
Fat [1574].
Fat-tree [2125].
Fast-Convex [2578], Faster [913, 959, 1299, 1457].
Factors [2530, 2456, 2608, 1309, 2161, 1441, 2359, 2227, 2226].
Fat-tree [1592].
2631, 2482, 2005, 2095, 2011, 2375, 2290].
greenhouse [2287]. Greening
[2510, 1926, 1810]. GreenMetrics
[1889, 2003]. grid [2161, 2164, 1544, 2286,
1243, 1248, 2284, 1245, 1246, 1244]. GridG
[1247]. Grids [2488, 2470, 2482, 2395, 2383,
1247, 2165, 2327]. grooming [1118]. groove
[1734]. Group
[894, 66, 1133]. Group-guaranteed [894].
grouping [1044]. groups [875, 557].
growth [238, 2181]. GSD [162]. GSPN
[951]. GSPNs [953]. GSTF [2264]. Gt
[2613]. Guaranteed [2475, 1928, 894, 1042].
Guaranteeing [2136]. Guarantees
[2477, 2569, 1535, 1546, 1694, 806, 1068,
1351, 2008, 774, 1459]. guessing [1557].
Guest
[1243, 1506, 956, 1448, 1457, 1342, 1433].
guide [1484, 419]. guided [861].
guideline [129]. guidelines [66].

H [597, 605, 646, 647, 653]. Hadoop
[2015, 2441]. Half [2507]. Half-Latency
[2507]. Halfin [2051]. Hall
[640, 594, 596, 605, 655, 653, 663]. Halstead
[244, 547, 322, 315, 520]. HAM [348].
HANA [2557]. hand [1057]. hand-off
[1057]. Handbook [750, 657]. handling
[2283]. haptic [1143]. Hard
[1629, 1268, 1504, 1292, 615, 438, 1436].
Hardware [190, 2367, 730, 74, 2147, 2361,
18, 238, 1913, 23, 1148, 1408, 813, 89, 752,
1960, 2150, 1950, 10, 19, 1908, 1986, 2097].
hardware-based [1148].
hardware-software [1961]. harmful [1471].
Harmonic [2415]. Harpoon [1321].
HARRIS [666]. HARTS [740]. harvested
[1893]. Harvesting [2287, 2396, 2351].
Hash [2587, 2022, 759]. hashing [1569].
Hashing [2100]. having [151]. hazard
[1019]. headers [1126]. heartbeat [1970].
heat [2287]. Heavy
[167, 2568, 2522, 2560, 1866, 2476, 1765,
1357, 2258, 1475, 1968, 1512, 2260, 1438,
1019, 1865, 2252, 2262, 2278]. Heavy-Tailed
[2568, 1357, 2262]. heavy-tails
[1512, 1438, 2252]. Heavy-Traffic
[2522, 2560, 1866, 1765, 1865]. held [2213].
Help [2565, 2336]. HEMI [39]. Hershel
[2335]. Heterogeneity
[2471, 2390, 2246, 2000].
Heterogeneous [2535, 2626, 2610, 2444,
1171, 1992, 2009, 2076, 1839, 2275, 2077,
HeteroScouts [1950]. Heuristic
[2655, 2504, 1167, 261, 348]. heuristically
[45]. Heuristics [2070, 434]. Hewlett
[904]. Hidden [1111, 1261, 1614, 1828].
Hierarchical [329, 1651, 988, 2166, 627, 855,
906, 388, 564, 302]. hierarchies
[331, 349, 183, 376]. hierarchy [951, 1391].
High [1619, 1194, 2073, 690, 2144, 599, 2217,
1030, 735, 2094, 692, 1503, 969, 1061, 360,
291, 1569, 1665, 678, 2235, 976, 1053, 2353,
1633, 1137, 2236, 1174, 20]. High-capacity
[1030]. High-density [1194].
high-dimensional [2353]. high-end [1633].
High-level [1619, 599, 360]. high-order
[2235]. High-performance [2073, 692, 969].
high-reliability [1503, 1665]. high-speed
[678]. High-throughput [2217, 2094].
high-volume [1174]. HighEnd [2022].
higher [1597, 441, 1395]. Highlyman
[605, 653]. highly [994, 250, 634, 767].
highly-associative [634]. Hill [745]. Hints
[2553]. histograms [1289]. history
[1420, 312]. history-based [1420]. Hit
[2517]. HMTT [1664]. hoc
[1212, 1325, 1115, 1883, 1084]. holding
[2329]. Holland [647]. home [2107, 1775].
homogeneity [198]. homogeneous
[350, 437, 622, 289, 296]. homogeneous
[1995]. hop [1469, 1631, 2289, 1113, 2126,
678, 2649, 2503, 1199, 1819, 1818].
hop-by-hop [1631, 2289].
HOP-TERRAIN [1818]. Hopping
[2429, 1115, 2220]. Horwood [656]. host
[1450, 1274, 1887]. hosting [1407]. hosts
METE [1911]. metering [1787, 1890].
multi-armed [2055], multi-banked [2094], multi-cell [1319, 1680], multi-computer [147], multi-core [2257], multi-dimensional [1286, 1832, 2236], multi-dimensionally [1343], multi-layer [983, 2338], multi-level [1460, 1388, 772], multi-LRU [2607], multi-micro [458], multi-nomial [2370], multi-path [1231, 1105, 2203, 201, 2329, 809, 761], multi-process [878], multi-queue [1417], multi-resource [2445, 2611, 2438, 2096], multi-server [2051, 1997, 1417, 1869], multi-service [885], multi-state [2270], multi-state [2270], multi-system [417], multi-tenant [2510, 2477, 2484], multi-tier [1222, 1754, 1824, 1406], multi-tiered [1351, 1624, 1364], multi-unit [2411], multi-user [79], multi-variate [2036], multiaccess [298], multicarrier [2392], multicast [1339, 1623, 1032, 1359, 534, 1578, 932, 1189, 875, 1068, 1033, 1044, 1785, 775, 910, 985, 1197, 1043], multicasting [2020], multichain [516], multichannel [557, 1829], multiclass [411, 2438, 1016, 1480, 1730, 1349, 978, 414], multicommodity [1505], multicomputer [795], multicomputers [784, 530], multicores [1191, 1859, 1912], MultiDefender [2291], multidimensional [176, 1876], Multigraph [2475], multihomed [1963], Multihop [2450, 1840, 1784, 1623, 821, 1416, 2330], Multimedia [895, 1328, 2247, 737, 839, 899, 936, 896, 1036, 1122, 892, 894], multipath [1698], multipathing [191], multi-phase [778], multi-player [1698], MultiProcess [2423, 1179, 341, 2458, 2520, 705, 1221, 938, 977, 180, 408, 398, 440, 662, 1015, 2345, 875, 212, 1168, 1020, 1876, 489, 2365, 282, 387, 1644, 2408, 515, 2046, 2320, 758, 1477, 607], multiple-chain [398], multiple-choice [2458], multiple-loop [489], Multiple-queue [1179], multi-server [440, 1015], multiple-subscribed [662], multiplexers [805, 776, 318], multiplexing [1094, 1120, 438, 971], multiprogrammed [964, 939, 32, 1335, 570, 499, 82, 53, 726, 263], Multiprogramming [27, 342, 383, 31, 613, 571, 410, 207, 58], multiprogramming-multiprocessor [31], multitier [1793, 1807], Multitasking [470, 1654, 584, 501, 619, 567], multitasking [702], multithreaded [928, 1534, 1542, 1982], multithreading [842, 1408, 1186], multi-tier [1793, 1807], MultiTrack [1777], mutiuser [574], multivariate [2050], multiversion [443], must [1527], mutual [1705], MVA [589], MV5 [167, 521, 165, 170], MV5/XA [521], my [5], Myrinet [989], Myrinet-based [989], myth [1337], Myths [1287], N [2268, 487, 2053], N/1/F [487], Nagle [1028], name [2238], named [2238], NAND [2357, 2378], Nano [2428], NAS [1904].


[2057, 2417, 1172]. Program
[1234, 1141, 480, 493, 1873, 780, 613, 773, 298, 396, 1735, 1303, 784, 1265, 612, 999, 1356, 439, 1126, 708, 492]. Protocols

Q [2062]. Q-MAM [2062]. QBD
[2056, 1718, 2058]. QBDs [2049]. QBETS
[1590]. QCN [1914]. QDSL [1669]. QoE
[2603, 2259]. QoS
[2069, 1025, 1546, 1800, 1547, 1372, 958, 1894, 1520, 1999, 2070, 1116, 1911].
Queue-Proportional[2069]. Queue-based[1025].
QPME[1748]. Qualitative[1833]. Quality
[99, 2459, 1197, 105, 1805, 129, 115, 125, 123,
1713, 1618, 120, 1661, 226, 130, 1792, 327,
102, 1323, 230, 107, 128, 1075, 1042, 109].
Quantification[2653]. Quantify[2496].
Quantifying
[2433, 1064, 2292, 1808, 1336, 867, 2216].
Quantile[76]. Quantitative
[1732, 129, 768, 1638, 2417, 1325, 1113, 2096,
327, 21, 597]. quantum[1720]. Quartz
[559]. quasi[2045]. quasi-birth-and-death
[2045]. queries[1825, 758]. query
[1824, 676]. question[1791]. Questions
[304, 1345, 790]. Queue
[1996, 656, 655, 2625, 2450, 873, 2560, 2476,
2513, 1592, 1691, 2271, 338, 671, 922, 350,
1514, 449, 1307, 2268, 1252, 1167, 1720, 1694,
450, 368, 1437, 201, 1168, 1264, 2329, 1179,
286, 673, 1865, 1627, 2172, 1128, 542, 1590,
320, 1347, 1417, 1446, 1856, 2075, 2613, 1311,
2262, 1765, 583, 1439, 2389, 1081].
queue-based[1307, 1856].
Queue-Differentials[2476]. queue-length
[320]. Queue-Proportional[2450].
queue-size[2075]. Queued[2627].
Queueing[1968, 470, 643, 642, 644, 491,
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Queueing-based[924]. Queues[2267,
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random-access[2206, 484, 1874].
random-order-of-service[1967].
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[1558]. Ranking[2563, 1364, 60, 1760, 1628].
Rao[1755]. Raphael[607, 705]. rapid
[866]. RAPL[2157]. Rare[2051, 2498].
Rare-event[2051]. RATCHET[752].
Rate[1307, 1413, 2450, 2451, 2508, 1056,
1969, 1019, 1556, 2189, 873, 1982, 999, 859,
520, 1162, 1723, 2008, 2403, 1299].
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[1723]. Rate-based[1307]. RateOptimal
[2178]. Rates[2595, 1273, 1022, 2207, 1240,
2060, 2365, 1403, 1414]. rating[2401].
Ratio[602]. rational[2047, 2038]. Ratios
[2517, 687, 363, 620]. Ray[578]. RCAT
[1258]. RDP[1823]. reactions[2658].
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reader[558]. readings[587]. Real
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Real-Time[601, 2283, 666, 729, 730, 631,
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[1627, 2272, 1482]. TANGRAM II [1751].
tape [854, 826]. TARDIS [2384]. Target
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Targeting [2493]. Task [940, 2565, 1721,
622, 207, 66, 1160, 626, 786, 2186, 2387].
tasking [1305]. tasks
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taxonomies [2184]. TBBT [1422]. TCAM
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[1688, 1699, 2105]. TCAMs [1567]. TCP
[1273, 1052, 1212, 984, 2167, 1316, 1041,
1530, 1357, 1234, 1649, 1093, 1123, 1954,
1056, 1974, 1420, 920, 1235, 738, 1085,
2246, 1124, 983, 1053, 1028, 1553, 822,
874, 999, 2221, 912, 1034, 1236, 1255,
1199, 1126, 1328, 1259, 1208, 1176, 1981].
TCP-friendly
[1357, 999]. TCP-Vegas [1259]. TCP/IP
[738, 1126, 1208, 1176]. Technical
[611, 69, 95]. technique [285, 370, 735, 1578,
1320, 22, 1343, 1843, 153, 835, 979, 1344].
Techniques
[641, 551, 2478, 139, 505, 1024, 231, 83, 1449,
990, 2214, 933, 1791, 1061, 176, 821, 390,
783, 293, 130, 2359, 771, 1380, 635, 1143,
353]. technologies [1565, 1957, 1272].
technology [249]. TED [911, 908, 909, 912].
telecom [1891]. telecommunication [908].
Telecommunications [746, 2166, 907].
teleconferencing [805]. telephone
[1003, 374]. Telephony [1977].
teleprocessing [90]. tell [1126].
Temperature [2087, 2245, 2395]. Temporal
[1045, 2168, 2571, 1591, 2378, 2068, 827,
1322]. Temporally [946]. temporary [2041].
Tenant [2510, 2477, 2484]. tensor [1098].
terabytes [1375]. term [1817, 1049, 1528].
terminal [94, 24]. ternary [1492, 1825].
TERRAIN [1818]. terrestrial [869]. TES
[807]. TES/GI/1 [807]. Test
[2592, 230, 116, 222, 119]. testbed
[1132, 1883, 488]. Testing
[2572, 1632, 231, 111, 233, 237, 1, 117, 232].
tests [1321]. text [987, 315]. texts [163].
their [2123, 1362, 2128, 541, 1210]. them [609]. theorem [698]. Theorems
[2566, 762, 2303, 1757]. Theoretic
[2640, 1885, 2135, 2140, 1302, 1233, 572, 573].
Theoretical [1573, 2470, 648, 1841].
Theory
[948, 643, 642, 644, 655, 868, 1426, 654, 701,
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